We study a problem related to finding shortest paths in weighted graphs. We ask whether or not there is a path between two nodes that has a given total cost k. The edge weights of the graph can be both positive and negative integers or even integer vectors. We show that many variants of this problem are NP-complete. We develop a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for (both positive and negative) integer weights. The running time of this algorithm is O W 2 n 3 + k min k W n 2 , where n is the number of nodes in the graph, W is the largest absolute value of any edge weight, and k is the target cost. The algorithm is based on preprocessing the graph with a relaxation algorithm to eliminate the effects of weight sign alternations along a path. This preprocessing stage is applicable to other problems as well. For example, we show how to find the minimum absolute cost of any path between two given nodes in a graph with integer weights in O W 2 n 3 time.  2002 Elsevier Science
INTRODUCTION
Finding shortest paths in weighted graphs is one of the most central problems in graph algorithms, with plenty of applications. The problem is now well understood, with several polynomial time solution algorithms [4, Chapters 25 and 26] . On the other hand, finding a longest path is a wellknown NP-complete problem [7, Problem ND29].
Here we study a related problem. Instead of finding a path with minimum or maximum cost we ask whether or not there is a path between two nodes that is of a given cost. We consider the problem in a general setting, in which each edge has a weight that is a positive or negative integer. We also make some remarks on the case in which the weights are vectors of integers.
Let G be a directed multi-graph with a set of nodes V G and a set of edges E G . Every edge e = p → w q ∈ E G carries an integer cost weight e = w ∈ . The cost of a path
w i , the sum of all the edge costs along . Note that in this paper a path does not need to be simple: the same node or edge can appear several times. Our problem is as follows. Definition 1. Given two nodes p q ∈ V G from G and a target cost k, the exact path length EPL problem is to determine whether or not there is a path in G from the initial node p to the final node q with cost exactly k.
Our main result is given in Section 2: We first observe that the EPL problem is NP-hard. Then we develop a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for it. Our method first preprocesses the input graph G in time O W 2 n 3 to account for sign alternations using a relaxation technique. Then we give postprocessing algorithms for solving the resulting sign-free EPL problem in essentially the same time bound. Here n is the size of V G and W is the largest absolute value of any edge weight in G. Obviously, a polynomial time algorithm is obtained if W is a constant. This happens, for example, when the weights are "trits" in = −1 0 +1 (cf. [6] ). In addition, the same approach enables us to solve in pseudo-polynomial time the problem of finding a path with the smallest absolute cost between two given nodes. This algorithm runs again in time O W 2 n 3 and is given in Section 2.3.
The paper is concluded in Section 3 by considering a generalized version of the EPL problem in which both the edge weights and the target cost are integer vectors in h for some h. This version is shown to be NP-complete in the strong sense.
By introducing the exact path length problem the paper makes a natural addition to the algorithmic theory of shortest and longest path problems in graphs. Our original motivation for this study concerns the case with multidimensional weights (Section 3) and comes from the analysis of multi-tape automata. We have developed a query language for string databases [9] , and in this language string processing is carried out by two-way multi-tape finite state automata. It is important to be able to determine whether or not a given query has a finite answer [8, 12] . This requires determining whether or not a two-way multi-tape automaton can loop by moving back and forth on its input tapes while producing output. The answer to the query is finite if there are no such loops. A sufficient condition for this can be obtained using the transition graph of the automaton, but ignoring the tape contents. For a h-tape automaton this graph is a weighted graph whose weights are in h . The sufficient condition to be tested is that the graph has no loops with cost 0 [11, Section 4.2] . Similarly, the emptiness problem of blind multi-counter automata [10] (whose transition functions ignore the tape contents by definition) can be modeled as an exact path problem.
PSEUDO-POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHM FOR THE EPL PROBLEM
Let us start by showing the EPL problem to be NP-hard:
The EPL problem is NP-hard already if the edge weights of the graph G are non-negative integers.
Proof. Recall the NP-complete subset sum problem [7, Problem SP13] : given positive integers u 1 u m and B, determine whether or not B = j∈J u j for some J ⊆ 1 m . This is easily encoded as a graph with nodes a 0 a m and edges a i−1 → u i a i a i−1 → 0 a i 1 ≤ i ≤ m , as illustrated in Fig. 1 , and by asking whether there exists a path with cost B from a 0 to a m . Then J corresponds to the indices j such that the edge a j−1 → u j a j was chosen into the path.
Next we develop a preprocessing stage to yield a pseudo-polynomial solution to the EPL problem. Preprocessing negative edge costs has already been suggested by Bertsekas [2, Section 4.2], but that setting was to find shortest paths in graphs without negative cycles.
Sign-Relaxation
Our preprocessing stage performs a certain relaxation operation on the given graph G with respect to the signs of its edge weights. The goal is to 
Definition 2.
A graph H is a sign-relaxation of graph G if and only if V H = V G and the following holds for all p q ∈ V G G has a path from p to q if and only if H has a path from p to q such that 1. cost = cost , and 2. sgn(weight e ) = sgn(cost ) for all edges e that appear in .
For instance, since the graph depicted in Fig. 2 has paths for all possible costs in , one possible sign-relaxation is obtained by adding the edges a → 0 a and a → 1 a to it. However, sign-relaxations themselves are not so easy to produce in general:
Theorem 2. There is no polynomial time algorithm that produces a signrelaxation of its input graph unless P = NP.
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 1 so that the reduction is from the (also NP-complete) partition problem [7, Problem SP12] : given positive integers u 1 u m , decide whether or not there exists some J ⊆ I = 1 m such that j∈J u j = i∈I\J u i . The graph representation is otherwise as that in the proof of Theorem 1 ( Fig. 1 ) except that each edge a i−1 → 0 a i is replaced with a i−1 → −u i a i . Then the aforementioned J exists if and only if this graph has a path from a 0 to a m with cost zero; that is, if and only if its sign-relaxation contains a path from a 0 to a m consisting only of edges with weight zero. As this last property is testable in polynomial time, the result follows.
One particular sign-relaxation of a given graph will be constructed using the following closure concept.
Definition 3. The sign-closure unsign G of a graph G is the closure of E G with respect to the following edge addition rule: if p → w q → v r ∈ E(unsign G ) and sgn w = sgn v , then p → v+w r ∈ E(unsign G ). 
It is straightforward to verify that the graph unsign G m n is the complete graph with all edges a i → w a j , where i j ∈ 0 n − 1 and
The algorithm in Fig. 3 computes H = unsign G following Definition 3. Assume for its analysis that V G = 1 n and let W = max w a → w b ∈ E G denote the magnitude of the edge weights which may be both positive and negative integers. Observe finally that the edge weights in unsign G lie in the same range as in G.
Our computational model is a random access machine (RAM), which can perform arithmetic on integers of magnitude max W n in constant time. We now prove that our preprocessing stage is pseudo-polynomial and correct; recall that a pseudo-polynomial algorithm is one whose running time would be polynomial if all input numbers were expressed in unary notation. Proof. Let us consider the following implementation. Represent H as an n × n adjacency matrix A of integer lists, such that the list A p q contains w if and only if p → w q ∈ E H . Moreover, these lists are kept in strictly ascending order according to the weights. The maximum length of any such list is 2W + 1 by our earlier observation. Then the first interior loop in steps 4-6 runs in time O Wn by list merging, which preserves the order but does not introduce duplicate elements:
Let list L contain in order those elements of A q r with a different sign than w; Add w to every element in L; Merge L to A p r so that whenever a new element u is to be added, add also the corresponding edge p u → r to F end for.
The second interior loop in steps 7-9 runs also in time O Wn with the same technique. On the other hand, an edge is added to F exactly when it is added to the graph under construction. 
Proof. We show that unsign G satisfies the equivalence in Definition 2. To show the forward direction we first notice that G is a subgraph of unsign G . Therefore it suffices to prove a stronger claim that if unsign G has a path from p to q then unsign G has a path from p to q satisfying the two conditions of Definition 2.
The proof of this claim is by induction on the length of the path . If this length is 1, then is one edge p → w q and the claim follows trivially by choosing = . Let be p = a 0 → w 1 a 1 → w 2 · · · → w r a r = q for some r > 1. If all these w i have the same sign, then again the claim holds by choosing = . Otherwise sgn w i = sgn w i+1 for some 1 ≤ i < r. But then unsign G must have edge a i−1 → w i +w i+1 a i+1 . Hence the path obtained from by replacing the two edges from a i−1 to a i+1 with this one edge has the same total cost as but is of length r − 1. Then, by the induction hypothesis, unsign G must contain path as required.
The converse direction of the equivalence is a consequence of the following claim: if e = p → w q ∈ E unsign G , then G contains a path from p to q with cost = w. This claim is shown by induction on the genealogy of e.
If e ∈ E G , then = e suffices. Otherwise e appeared into unsign G as the result of applying the rule of Definition 3 to some edge pair p → v r → w−v q, which has already been added to unsign G , and therefore
= v and a path from r to q with cost = w − v. Thus, path is also in G and cost = w.
Solving the EPL Problem with Sign-Relaxation
Here we use the sign-relaxation concept introduced in Section 2.1 to provide algorithms for the EPL problem. Our general method is to first use the sign-closure algorithm of Fig. 3 and then postprocess the result with well-known graph algorithms.
First we show that restricting the edge weights to yields a polynomial algorithm. Let µ n denote the time required to multiply two n × n Boolean matrices: currently µ n = o n 2 376 [3] .
Theorem 5. The EPL problem with target cost k for graphs G with weights in can be solved in time O n 3 + µ n log 2 k .
Proof. First compute unsign G with the sign-closure algorithm in Fig. 3 ; this takes time O n 3 by Theorem 3. Because the edge weights in unsign G remain also in , the resulting matrix A can be represented with three n × n Boolean matrices A s , where s ∈ , so that for each pair i j ∈ V G of nodes, A s i j = 1 if and only if A i j contains s.
By Theorem 4, the original graph G has a path from node p to node q with cost k = 0 if and only if the graph (whose adjacency matrix is) A sgn k has a path from p to q with length κ = k . Whether or not A sgn k has a path from p to q of length κ > 0 can in turn be decided by returning A κ sgn k p q , the appropriate element of the κth power of A sgn k . As is well known, this power can be computed with O log 2 κ matrix multiplications by processing κ bit by bit [4, Chapter 26.1] .
Similarly for k = 0 we see that A 0 must have a path from p to q, and this can be checked within time O n 3 .
The algorithm in the proof of Theorem 5 can be modified to give a pseudo-polynomial solution to the scalar version of the EPL problem, in which the edge weights are no longer constrained to : Lemma 12] ). Clearly H contains a path from node i to node j with total cost l > 0 if and only if H contains a path from i to j with total length l. Moreover, V H = Wn. Then take the adjacency matrix of H as matrix A 1 and continue again as in the proof of Theorem 5. The time requirement becomes O µ Wn log 2 k as A 1 is a Wn × Wn matrix.
The remaining case k < 0 is similar.
The resource requirements of the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 6 are dominated by the time taken by the matrix multiplications and the O W 2 n 2 space taken by the matrix A 1 . This space is larger than the O Wn 2 space required for storing unsign G . Therefore we develop next an alternative solution based on an explicit traversal of unsign G with a simple dynamic programming implementation. The space requirement becomes O min k W n in addition to the space for unsign G .
Let F be the subgraph of unsign G that consists of edges with weight greater than zero. Its adjacency matrix of weight lists, also denoted F, can be constructed as a side effect of the sign-closure algorithm (Fig. 3) by maintaining suitable pointers, at essentially no extra cost.
Moreover, let R be an n × k + 1 Boolean matrix such that R i d = 1 if and only if there is a path from the initial node p to node i with total cost d. Hence, by Theorem 4, the EPL problem with target cost k > 0 can be solved by evaluating R and checking whether or not R q k = 1.
Matrix R (whose every entry is initially 0) can be evaluated by the dynamic programming algorithm in Fig. 4 . Proof. As in Theorem 5, first compute H = unsign G in time O W 2 n 3 . The case k = 0 is solved as in Theorem 5 in total time O W 2 n 3 . If k > 0 use the reachability algorithm of Fig. 4 to check whether or not the subgraph F of H with positive weights has a path of cost k from p to q. It should be obvious that this algorithm correctly performs this task. Moreover, its running time is obviously O kWn 2 . This can be improved to O k min k W n 2 by noting that the innermost loop that begins at line 5 takes only time O min k W if traversing of the ordered list F j i is stopped as soon as the first δ larger than d is encountered.
The case k < 0 is similar, but one should use as F the subgraph of H with negative weights and reverse the signs.
The reachability algorithm of Finally let t be the number of node-distance pairs i d such that G has a path from p to i with cost d. If t is small compared with k n-that is, if the matrix R of the reachability algorithm of Fig. 4 is sparse-then a list-based implementation can be faster, because its running time depends on t instead of k n. Fig. 5 gives such an implementation.
In effect, the alternative algorithm in Fig. 5 represents each row i of matrix R as a list C i containing those columns j for which R i j = 1. These lists are traversed and updated in the order of increasing distance d from the initial node p. The set B, the lists C, and the counter d satisfy the following two-part invariant when entering line 6:
1. The value c is in the list C j if and only if there is a path from node p to node j with cost c and d ≤ c < d + W . 
Minimum Absolute Cost Paths
Let us now turn our attention from EPL to the following minimization problem, which is readily solved with the sign-closure approach developed in Section 2.1.
Definition 4.
Given two nodes p q ∈ V G of a graph G, the minimum absolute cost path MAC problem is to decide what is the minimum absolute cost of any path from p to q in G, if any.
This problem is similar to asking for the cost of the shortest path from p to q in graphs with both negative and positive edge weights [1, 4, Chapter 25.3, 5, 6, 14] . However, finding a negative cost cycle warrants responding −∞ in the shortest path problem, whereas our problem is "walking the tightrope" by balancing the positive and negative contributions as well as possible. Again, we shall reduce this signed path problem to familiar signfree path problems via sign-closures. Proof. First compute H (that is, its adjacency matrix A) with the implementation of the algorithm in Fig. 3 given in the proof of Theorem 3; this takes O W 2 n 3 time. Construct as in the proof of Theorem 5 three matrices A s , one for each s ∈ , where A s i j = min u sgn u = s and u is in list A i j . (If there are no such u, then A s p q = +∞.) By Theorem 4, it suffices to find shortest paths in the graphs (whose adjacency matrices are) A s . In particular, A 0 can be taken to be a Boolean adjacency matrix, while A ±1 are integer matrices.
The problem now reduces to first checking if there is a path from p to q in A 0 and answering 0 if this is the case. (In fact, were the sign-closure rule of Definition 3 slightly altered to read "sgn w = sgn v " instead, then this check would reduce to just A 0 p q since the sign-closure operation would simultaneously compute the transitive closure of A 0 .)
Otherwise calculate (with, for example, the well-known Dijkstra's algorithm [4, Chapter 25.2]) the lengths ±1 of the least-cost paths from p to q in A ±1 . Then the answer is − −1 if −1 < +1 , and +1 otherwise. (The answer +∞ means there are no paths from p to q at all in G.)
This postprocessing can be implemented to take O n 2 time.
EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Let us assume that the weights of G are h-dimensional vectors in h . We call the corresponding exact path length problem of finding a path of total cost k ∈ h the multidimensional EPL problem. The one-dimensional EPL is its special case; hence by Theorem 1, the multidimensional version is also NP-hard. Unlike the one-dimensional EPL, however, the multidimensional problem is NP-complete in the strong sense, which we will verify next.
Theorem 9. The multidimensional EPL problem is NP-complete in the strong sense.
Proof. To show hardness, we give a reduction from the strongly NPcomplete one-in-three 3SAT problem [7, Problem LO4 ]. An instance of this problem, consisting of m three-literal clauses over s Boolean variables, has an equivalent representation as m equations with nodes a 0 a s and edges a j−1 → w a j and a j−1 → − w a j for j = 1 s where w = c 1j c 2j c mj . Now a path from a 0 to a s with cost k = −1 −1 is sought. Membership in NP will be shown by standard reduction to integer linear programming (ILP) [13, Chapter 13] which is known to be in NP. Note that one cannot simply guess a path, edge by edge, witnessing the desired cost k because such a path is not necessarily of polynomial length in the size of G; Fig. 2 gives an example where the shortest path with cost zero has length 2 n + 1 when the size of the graph is O n . Given a multidimensional EPL instance G p q k the corresponding ILP instance can be constructed as follows. Add first a back-path q → 0 b → 0 p where b is a new node not in V G . Then for any edge e ∈ E G , let x e be an integer-valued variable indicating how many times e is included in a path. The ILP constraints are as follows:
for both edges e on the back-path x e ≥ 0 for each edge e ∈ E G not on the back-path e∈in r x e = g∈out r x g for all r ∈ V G Here in r (out r , respectively) consists of the edges entering (exiting, respectively) r in G. Finally, e∈E G weight e · x e = k
The integer solutions of this ILP instance are in one-to-one correspondence with sets of disjoint cycles of G whose total cost equals k and one of the cycles traverses the back-path exactly once. Hence, deleting the back-path yields a path from p to q without changing the total cost k, since the backpath has cost 0. However, because of the possible other cycles represented by a solution of the ILP, the cost of this remaining path is not necessarily k. This can be fixed by insisting that the non-zero values of the ILP solution must be given to variables such that the corresponding edges form a strongly connected component of G. Such a solution corresponds to only one cycle of G and this cycle must contain the back-path; hence, as noted above, we obtain a path from p to q with cost k. If such a restricted solution exists, there exists also a short one: by first fixing the zero-valued variables of our restricted solution, we in effect trim the ILP instance into a specialized version which is still an ILP instance no larger than the original. Hence a polynomial length solution exists, if any.
To conclude, an open problem for further study is to find efficient algorithms for interesting subclasses of the multidimensional EPL problem.
